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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENT
This presentation is for informational purposes only. It is not an offer for the purchase or sale of securities, and it is not intended to be relied upon. Although
all information is derived from sources which Madison Metals Inc. (“Madison”), and its officers, directors and advisors believe to be reliable and accurate,
neither Madison, or its officers, directors or advisors warrant its accuracy. Recipients are advised to conduct their own due diligence.
CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION: This presentation includes information, statements, beliefs and opinions which are
forward-looking, and which reflect current estimates, expectations and projections about future events. Statements containing the words “believe”, “expect”,
“intend”, “should”, “seek”, “anticipate”, “will”, “positioned”, “project”, “risk”, “plan”, “may”, “estimate” or, in each case, their negative and words of similar
meaning are intended to identify forward-looking information. By its nature, forward-looking information involves a number of known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and assumptions concerning, among other things, Madison’s anticipated business strategies, anticipated trends in Madison’s business,
anticipated future revenue streams, and anticipated market share, that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those expressed or
implied by such forward-looking information. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans
and events described herein. In addition, even if the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein are consistent with the forwardlooking information contained in this presentation, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or developments in subsequent periods.
Although Madison has attempted to identify important risks and factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those
described in forward-looking information, there may be other factors and risks that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or
intended. Forward-looking information contained in this presentation is based on Madison’s current estimates, assumptions, expectations and projections,
which Madison believes are reasonable as of the current date. Madison can give no assurance that these estimates, assumptions, expectations and
projections will prove to have been correct. You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking information contained in this presentation. Forwardlooking statements contained in this presentation are made of the date of this presentation and, except as required by applicable law, Madison assumes no
obligation to update or revise them to reflect new events or circumstances. Historical information contained in this presentation regarding past trends or
activities should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue in the future. In particular historical results should not be taken
as a representation that such trends will be replicated in the future.
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WELCOME
Welcome Partners & Shareholders,
As I look back on the last 5 months – a profound period of economic change – it is amazing how much we
have accomplished in terms of quality assets accumulated and innovative strategies to continue to drive
shareholder value.
We have formed an exclusive strategic partnership to forward sell a portion of our uranium resources to a
reputable blockchain company, a historic first of its kind. This enables us to capitalize the company on a nondilutive basis.
This is a testament to our forward thinking to deliver shareholder value. We have a great future ahead and
look forward to embarking on this incredible, ground breaking journey with our partners and shareholders.
Sincerely,
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Duane
Duane Parnham

Executive Chairman & CEO

JOIN US
INSPIRE CHANGE

At Madison Metals, our team of experienced professionals are
committed to innovation and sustainability, forging the future of
uranium production while meeting global climate action initiative
standards.
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WHO WE ARE
MADISON METALS INC.

Madison Metals is an upstream mining and exploration company focused on
sustainable uranium production. Using cutting-edge technologies and modern
strategies, Madison Metals is positioned to move advanced assets to market
quickly.
With over 50 years of mining experience and with 22 of those years in Namibia,
its management team has geological and financial expertise, and a track record
of creating shareholder value.
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WHY MADISON
Management: Management Expertise and Experience –
We’ve Done It Before.
Innovation: Innovative methods to achieve greater success
using sustainable, cutting-edge technologies and modern
strategies.
Assets: Quality advanced Uranium assets.
Jurisdiction: Where operations do not adversely impact
communities or the environment within the mining friendly
region of Namibia.
Monetization: Madison Metals uses a unique monetization
strategy to deliver maximum shareholder value, eliminating
exposure to debt and interest rate inflation without
decaying shareholder equity.
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PARTNERSHIP
FORWARD SALES AGREEMENT & EXCLUSIVE LUX FINANCE PARTNERSHIP
LUX FINANCE & MADISON METALS HARNESSES THE POWER OF
BLOCKCHAIN DISRUPTING THE URANIUM MARKET.
Madison Metals sells forward a portion of their compliant resources to Lux
Finance in this unique and exclusive uranium backed NFT.
WHY FORWARD SELL A PORTION OF ASSETS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Low Cost of Capital – Zero debt on the books with a forward sales contract.
Provides non-dilutive capital for exploration, development and mining.
Generates additional revenue through token trading fees on the LUX Market.
Allows management & geological team to focus on building uranium reserves.
Provides Madison the opportunity to create a hedge book of physical uranium
assets and expand resources.
Disruptive to Uranium trading with open-source blockchain technology that
creates ultimate transparency.

WHO IS LUX
LUX FINANCE
Lux Partners Limited is a FinTech company domiciled in the Isle of Man, focused on launching a new era of asset
tokenization by introducing the first asset-backed Uranium NFT’s powered by the Lux Network of blockchains. Lux
team members have launched multiple crypto funds, tokens, and 500+ products generating billions in revenue and
shareholder value. Lux drives sales through a global audience reach of 600M+ and through an unlimited license to
Hanzo’s AI data marketing platform and historical customer data, which has driven up to 500x returns on ad spend,
which has helped create billions in market value.

EACH URANIUM NFT IS BACKED BY 1 POUND OF MADISON URANIUM.
Maximum Asset Value: Lux increases value using trusted data and robust valuation tools to transform the
way assets can be accessed, valued, and exchanged.
Global Structure: Lux enables global access to assets in a tax efficient way, connecting emerging markets to
liquidity from public and private audiences.
Tokenized Market Size: The World Economic Forum estimates that up to 10% of global GDP will be stored
and transacted via blockchain by 2027 – tokenized markets could potentially be worth as much as $24 trillion
USD by 2027.
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THE FUTURE OF
URANIUM

Uranium Supply Shortage – Mlbs U3O8/annum

Experts see Uranium as a key solution to the world’s
energy demand. Investors continue to invest in uranium, a
key component of nuclear energy, as the world looks
towards alternative, cleaner energies. Amid this stunning
growth, Madison Metals is positioned to be one of the
fastest growing sustainable uranium providers in the
world.
WHY NUCLEAR…
•

Nuclear energy meets all zero emission initiatives.

•

Low operating costs.

•

Low Footprint.

•

Most reliable clean energy to provide baseload power.

•

Nuclear provides reliable, sustainable power generation
where wind and solar are online for 6 hrs per day where
nuclear is always online.

•

Uranium supply unable to meet current demand.

•

Projected production from returning mines will not be
sufficient to meet the deficit.

•

The Russia/Ukraine conflict is worsening existing
supply-demand deficit.

*Source: World Nuclear Association
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MONETIZATION
Traditionally, Institutional analysts would value U3O8 at $2 USD per pound in the ground.
Through this relationship with Lux Finance, Madison Metals can now demand a premium at a small
discount to spot for their resources through the tokenization of a sell forward agreement of up to
20MM lbs of pre production U3O8.

As a result the capital generated will allow us to quickly go into
production without debt on the balance sheet while maintaining
maximum shareholder equity.
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A CLEANER FUTURE
HOW INVESTORS AND MADISON HELP PROVIDE URANIUM TO
POWER A CLEANER FUTURE

17,000 cubic feet
of Natural Gas
Generates
490 tons of CO2/GWh

1 Uranium Fuel
Pellet
½ inch by ½ inch

149 Gallons of Oil

=
1 Lux
Uranium
token

Has as much
energy as

1 pound
Madison
U3O8

1 pound of U3O8
to make 303 fuel
pellets.

Nuclear power produces
the least amount of CO2
equivalent emissions per
gigawatt-hour over the
lifecycle of the power plant.
Generates

3 tons of CO2/GWh

Generates
720 tons of CO2/GWh

1 ton of Coal
Generates
820 tons of CO2/GWh

ASSETS BACKING
THE TOKEN
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•

Madison sees opportunity of over 200
million pounds to be acquired or drilled in
Namibia.

•

Madison North project contains a historic
estimate of over 9 million lbs U3O8 as per
the Mineral Resource Estimate, EPL-3524
and EPL-3624, Namibia report conducted
by SRK Consulting 2015

•

7.65m lbs U3O8 contributed to LUX
partnership

•

Projects are close proximity to Rössing and
Husab Uranium mines, paved gravel road
access, power, water, town all within few
kms

•

Organic growth adding resources by
planned drilling program

ASSETS BACKING
THE TOKEN
Mining Licence Property, ML-121
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•
•

Mining license in place
Contract signed to earn 24% in ML-121

•

Six (6) diamond drill holes and 59 reverse
circulation drill holes completed along a
2.5km radiometric anomaly

•

Madison undertaking an independent
review and verification of the data to
define an NI 43-101 compliant resource

ASSETS BACKING
THE TOKEN
ML86A and EPL8905
Signed LOI to acquire 90% interest in
ML86A
and
EPL8905
located
between ML121 and Madison's EPL7011
joining a number of very exciting
uranium anomalies that will be
subject to extensive drilling in 2023.
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MINING IN NAMIBIA
The country hosts significant uranium mines and
projects at various stages of development and
accounts for approximately 8% of the world's uranium
production. In 2021, Namibia produced approximately
9.6 million pounds of U3O8.
Namibia is a mining friendly jurisdiction, and the
uranium mining opperators have built excellent
infrastructure to support mining activities including a
seaport, airport, well-established road network, water
and power. In addition, mining accounts for 25% of
Namibia’s income.
Madison is committed to top-level mining practices
that will surpass country guidelines to minimize
environmental impact. Madison’s desert location
means the company will not relocate communities,
wildlife or destroy large amounts of vegetation.
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CURRENT
MINING IN
NAMIBIA
RÖSSING URANIUM MINE
• Started commercial production in
1976
• 46 years operation form open pit
mining and acid leach recovery
process
• World supply of a 140,026t U3O8
• Capacity to produce 4,500t U3O8
per year
• Pit currently measures 3 km by
1.5km and is 390m deep
• Owned by China National Uranium
Corporation Limited after sale of Rio
Tinto 68.2% interest in 2019
• Reserves reported 2018 at 23,810t
U3O8 at 0.033% providing mine life
to 2025
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CURRENT MINING
IN NAMIBIA
Husab Uranium Mine
• Development started February 2013 and commenced brief
commercial production 2016 with 192t U3O8
• Estimated 15 year mine life from 2 pits producing 5500t
U3O8 per year
• Reserves/resource figures reported at 188,000t with average
grade 0.035% U3O8
• Contiguous to Rössing mine
• Currently trucking ore to Rössing for processing and drilling
for shallow minable resources
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE &
SHAREHOLDERS
Capital Structure*

Current Ownership Structure (%)
Public Float
35%

Shares Outstanding

18,987,663

Warrants

5,978,062

Options

2,800,000

Debt
Reserved for Vendors & Finders
Fully Diluted

Institutional
14%

Nil
6,060,000

Insiders
17%
Vendor Friendly
34%

33,825,725
Offering Share Lock-ups

Issuer Buyback over next 12 Months

940,000

Shareholder

Amount

Lock-up Period

Directors and Officers

3,008,000

2 years

Asset Vendors

6,000,000

2 years

MANAGEMENT
•

•

Experienced management
team from Forsys Metals
adding project value. This
team licensed a uranium mine
in Namibia Africa taking the
market capitalization from
C$45,000 to C$860m during
their tenure
Technical team with Dr. Roger
Laine has done it before at
Areva and Forsys Metals

DUANE PARNHAM
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN
& CEO
As Founder of Forsys Metals, Mr. Parnham
developed the Valencia uranium prospect in
Namibia 2006-2010. Forsys, a $45,000 start-up grew
to C$860 million market cap under his leadership.
He has spent his 30 year plus career developing and
founding several resource-focused companies,
including Temex Resources, Forsys Metals, UNX
Energy, Giyani Metals, Canoe Mining Ventures and
Broadway Strategic Metals. To date, he has created
over C$1.2 billion in shareholder value for companies
in which he has been directly involved.

DR. ROGER LAINE
DIRECTOR
& SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT
Dr. Laine is a geological engineer with over 40 years
of experience in advanced mineral exploration
projects, specializing in geo-statistics and reserve
estimating, copper, copper-gold porphyry, gold and
uranium deposits, underground and open-pit mines,
grade and quality control using advanced
computerized information systems. During his
extensive career, he has held senior executive
positions with several mining exploration companies
working in the Americas, West and Central Africa and
Europe. He also served a 7-year tenure as Vice
President of Exploration for Amok Ltd. (a subsidiary of
COGEMA, now part of AREVA).
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MANAGEMENT & ADVISORY TEAM

ERIC MYUNG, CPA, CA

RYAN THOMPSON

MARY BARTON

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER

QUALIFIED PERSON

Mr. Myung is a Senior Financial Analyst of
Marrelli Support Services Inc., providing CFO,
accounting, regulatory compliance, and
management advisory services to numerous
issuers on the TSX, TSX-Venture and other
Canadian and US exchanges.

Ryan has over 25 years of tech, digital marketing and
public markets experience. As a teen, Ryan accelerated
growth for global brands such as Coca-Cola and NEC,
and sold his cloud storage company for $2MM USD at
19. He went on to raise over $100MM for a real estate
developer.
Recently,
Ryan
developed
investor
awareness campaigns for Canopy Growth, Aurora
Cannabis and more. Ryan has worked with over 50
publicly traded brands, creating investor awareness as
managing partner at enPercept, and has managed
over $30MM in advertising spending.

Mary Barton has 13 years of geological experience in
exploration and mineral resource modelling. She has
worked on a range of commodities including uranium,
diamonds and copper. For the last three years, Mary has
worked as an independent exploration consultant in
exploration, target generation, evaluation and due
diligence. Mary holds a MSc degree in geology from
Curtin University in Australia and a MSc in International
Mineral Resources Management from the University of
Dundee in the UK. Mary is a registered member of
SACNASP and the South African Geological Society.

ADVISORY TEAM

JASON BAGG
STRATEGY CONSULTANT
Jason brings over 20 years of financial, technology
and mining industry experience to the Madison
Metals Team. He started his career with large firms in
the capital markets space working with retail and
institutional investors, later focusing on the mining
industry. During his time with several exchange
listed junior mining companies, he was involved at a
high management level to develop corporate
strategy and investor awareness. Jason is currently
the CEO & President of Purnium Energy Ltd.,

DONALD MCKINNON JR.
TECHNICAL ADVISOR
Son of Don McKinnon Sr., of Hemlo fame, Mr. McKinnon
has been actively exploring mining properties in Ontario
and internationally his whole career from a very young
age. He is actively involved in managing all aspects of
exploration from property acquisition and grass roots
exploration, to bringing projects through to the
development stage. Mr. McKinnon’s extensive network
of mining and business associates spans throughout
Canada and abroad.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

SUZANNE WOOD, MBA
DIRECTOR
Suzanne Wood is the founder and CEO of Wood
& Associates, a leading small cap management
and corporate finance services firm with over 25
years of experience in the financial and
corporate
sectors.
The
firm
provides
management and corporate finance services,
including
the
preparation
of
financial
statements and financial reports in compliance
with various regulatory requirements. A former
Certified General Accountant (CGA), she has
served as a director and officer of numerous
private and public companies in a variety of
business sectors both in Canada and the United
States.

SHAWN PARNHAM, CPA, CMA

VICTORIA DONATO, CPA, CA

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

Mr. Parnham is a highly experienced corporate finance
executive with experience in both public and private
company settings including external and internal
reporting, acquisitions, divestiture, debt financing and
treasury. He is currently Chief Financial Officer for
Ontario-based IMT Corporation. Prior to IMT, he was CFO
of a diversified environmental services company, Green
for Life Environmental (GFL) and held accounting
positions at Turtle Island Recycling Corporation, Waste
Services Inc. and Laidlaw Inc.

Mrs. Donato has extensive experience in finance, audit,
compliance and risk management, including establishing
structure, developing controls and improving efficiencies for
corporate reporting. Prior to joining Madison Metals, she was
the Chief Financial Officer for Red Sky Capital Management
Ltd., a hedge fund of CI Investments, one of Canada’s largest
investment fund companies. Donato completed her Chartered
Accountant (CPA, CA) designation at Stern Cohen LLP,
servicing private companies in a wide range of industries,
predominantly in an assurance capacity.

madisonmetals.ca
info@madisonmetals.ca
CORPORATE DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE ON SEDAR
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